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ABSTRACT 

May Dilla Sari Claudia, 1702050080. Student’s Perception on The Use of 

English Online Learning Platforms in Tanjungbalai. Skripsi English 

Education Program, Fculty of Teacher Training and Education, University 

of Muhammadiyah Sumatera Utara. Medan.2020. 

This research was aim to analysis how is student’s perception on the use of 

english online learning platforms in tanjungbalai and to know does Quipper helps 

the students in english online learning in the Covid-19 Pandemic. In this research 

technique of collecting data researcher used observation and interview method. 

The source of data in this reseach is students in Senior Highschool 1 Tanjungbalai 

was focused on eleventh grade with gave 15 questions to interview the students 

using WhatsApp. The researcher instrument of this studey is researcher self. This 

study was applied qualitative design. The technique of analyzing data researcher 

used three steps, there are 1) Data Reduction, 2) Data display, and then 3) 

conclusion/verifocation. The findings from the data analysis, the student’s give 

negative perception on English online learning because not easier, but english 

online learning give positive impact such as: be independent attitude, and add the 

motivation to them. In using Quipper in English online learning the students give 

perception because the explanation in Quipper is video form so the students enjoy 

and understand, but they help problems in internet quota and network in using 

Quipper so the students sometimes difficult in using Quipper. 

Keywords: student’s perceptions, english online learning, Quipper platforms     
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A. Background of Study 

Education is needs all of people without distinction religion, gender, age, 

and also country. Every human needs education in real life. There are many 

education we can get and also learn where we go. In Indonesia there are many 

lesson that we have learning, for example: math, english, indonesian, geography, 

chemistry, accounting, etc. In this I choose English Foreign Language (EFL) as an 

object learning. English Foreign Language is the english that we are usually learn 

and use  in the school as the english lesson every week, when we study english in 

the school we will learn about EFL. EFL also used in Indonesia, so the students in 

Indonesia learn english from grammar, listening, writing, and reading.  

One of the steps to get education is study in the school. As we know, in 

Indonesia we always study from the morning until afternoon, from the afternoon 

until finished, and also in university we also study in campus in the morning, 

afternoon, and the last in the evening. For almost the year, we know the world 

have the problems, the problems come to the world is a Virus. The virus is Corona 

Virus and also we called Covid-19. All of the human and place facing the 

problems. The corona virus was confirmed to have spread to Indonesia in March 

2020. As of April 2020, this pandemic has spread to all provinces in Indonesia, 

except Nusa Tenggara and Gorontalo Province. All provinces had reported 

suspected cases. As the coronavirus spread continues in many areas, Mr. Joko 

Widodo as the Indonesian’s precident putting affected areas into lockdowns and 

closing down the insitution and certain places. According to the Cambridge 
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Dictionary, a lockdown is a situation in which people are not allowed to enter or 

leave a building or area freely due to an emergency. 

Covid-19 gave the positive impact and also negative impact. As we know 

from the problem we can also get the wisdom. The wisdom from corona virus like 

: we have more time for family, we also care about each other, we pay more 

attention to cleanliness, and we are more careful for ourselves (love ourselves). Of 

it all we get the negative impact too from Covid-19. Most of people be afraid with 

this situation, because this virus make us be sick, and also we can died and make 

the other people feel what we feel, because corona virus can be contagious if we 

near the people didn’t use personal protective equipment, and if the stamina of 

those around us is weak. Not only that there is lockdown, every country afraid if 

their country have the big problems because corona.  

The foreigners can’t come to another country, anyone who can come must 

meet several conditions such as must have a health certificate that they are not 

infected with the corona virus, and learning process not offline (face to face) 

again, but be online learning. This negative impact from Covid-19 will we discuss 

in this proposal, that is the school must be closed, all of school in Indonesia closed 

because there is social distancing we must do. So, we can’t learn face to face. We 

can’t practice in the school. Not only for elementary but also junior high school, 

senior high school, and the univeristy has been closed too. The school has closed 

but we still learn all of the lesson. Now, we learn from home not from school 

again. So, all of activities always we do in the school will we do from home.  

Talk about learn from home, this condition is be my references to take the 

problems in this proposal because students undergo this situation (online learning) 
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and I will doing analysis from student’s perception on the use of english online 

learning platforms in SMA Negeri 1 Tanjungbalai.  

Taks Executor. Director General of Higher Education of the Ministry of 

Education and culture , Nizam said, the development of online learning is actually 

not a new thing for Indonesia. He said that the history of  online learning begand 

around 1980 in the country. The development at that time was based on 

Indonesia’s desire in the development of information technology. ’’Online 

learning in Indonesia has started since the late 1980s and grew quite rapidly again 

in the 2000s”. Nizam said in a video conference, Friday, April 17, 2020 as quated 

in Putra (2020).  We will talk about the media used in help students learn in home 

easly. As we know if we learn face to face we always get knowledge from teacher 

directly through lectures, games, etc, but learn from home (online learning ) make 

us must found media for study aids. Teacher still teach the students but not from 

directly but from online, so the teacher must found or choose some media will 

they use for online learning.  

Without media, teacher can’t teach by online learning, because online 

learning is certainly using network and internet. Even, when this country not 

lockdown and we study at the school we using media too for example when online 

learning using google classroom/ whatssapp group in giving video to learn 

speaking.   

Now, we will talk platform digital as the study aids in online learning 

especially in english lesson. Online-based learning on the implementation process 

certainly cannot be separated from use of various platforms digital. Typical 

Platform Types used include Google Classroom, WhatsApp, Email, Youtube, 
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Zoom, Moodle, Google for Education, Quipper School, Learning House, 

Ruangguru, etc. Platform is used in the process online learning or online. In 

addition, in online learning or distance learning, of course must use a software as 

well as the hardware used to support the implementation online learning Ansori 

(2018) as quated in journal Sulastri (2020). This software can be opened on a PC 

or android system. If it is on an android system, the digital platform can be in the 

form of an application. This make student and teacher be easly to take and give 

the lesson, because although we can’t meet in person but we can see each other 

through the zoom application, we can talk from the message from WhatsApp, 

Telegram, and also we can learn by games in Kahoot.  We can send and learn 

material, assignment from google classroom, whatsapp group, telegram group, 

etc. Teacher can choose the media based on the students need and what media is 

effective to help online learning. Because every media by platform digital have 

the advantages and disadvantages. In this we will choose Quipper as the digital 

platform in english online learning . 

At state high school 1 in Tanjungbalai also doing online learning in 

pandemic Covid-19. So the students learn from home. And from the information 

the students using Quipper as the digital platforms in English online learning, so 

the students can learn and also doing assignment from Quipper. 

Quipper is a site or application that provides digital learning services for 

free and supports interesting features Nurhadi (2020). The advantage of Quipper 

is the availability of materials and questions according to the Indonesian 

education curriculum. In Quipper the form of questions can be in the form of 
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exercises or exams, each with different features. Quipper question material is also 

displayed in the form of video visualization so that students are easy to learn. 

B. Identification of The Problem 

As explained in the backgorund above, the researcher identifies those are: 

1. Corona Virus (Covid-19) is the trigger all of the school be online 

learning include school in Indonesia and  

2. From The development of information and communication 

technology (ICT) has brought us to a new era, namely the Industrial 

Revolution (4.0) and has also brought about great changes in 

various fields, one of which is in the field of education.  

Online learning in Corona Virus is be the big references for the 

researcher to find the student’s perception with this situation, where 

the internet network is need in using platform in English online 

learning. 

C. Scope and Limitation 

The scope of this research we are focused on Student’s perception on the 

use of English online learning platforms in Tanjungbalai that is Quipper. 

D. The Formulation of The Problem 

The formulation of the problem of this research were focused as follows : 

1. How is student’s perception in English online learning in Senior High School 1 

Tanjungbalai during pandemic? 

2. What the Quipper platform helps students in English online learning ? 
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E. The Objective of The Study  

Based on the formulation of the problem described above, this research has 

the objectives as follows : 

1. To know how student’s perception in English online learning  in Senior High 

School 1 Tanjungbalai during pandemic. 

2. To know the Quipper platform helps students in English online learning or not. 

F. The Significance of The Study 

There are theoritically and practical benefits from this research as follows : 

1. The theoritical benefits  

a. This research can be useful for knowing about English online learning in the 

Covid-19 pandemic at Senior High School and also can useful as a reference 

to add the knowledge about English online learning in Senior High School. 

2. The practical benefits 

a. The students, can to get the knowledge in English online based learning in 

Covid-19 pandemic. 

b. The researchers can get the information about English online learning and 

also get the knowledge about it. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

A. Theoritical Framework 

1. Platforms 

1.1 Definition of Platforms 

In the development of online learning there is one tool that is used, namely 

the platform. As for the meaning of the platform, namely : "A learning platform is 

a term covering a variety of different products, all of which support online 

elements of learning in some way" Prawiradilaga (2016). According to the Big 

Indonesian Dictionary, a platform is a program as well as a work plan. 

Meanwhile, according to Wikipedia, a platform is a medium or container used to 

run software. So, platform is also a tool in running the application.  

There are 3 main types of tools that form a learning platforms: 

 Content : this include the tools , that enable to help the delivery of electronic 

learning content, whether this contents is written in house, or imported from 

other commercial pack ages; 

 Communications : tools that support any types of communication and group 

work, such as e-mail, discussion lists and also bulletin boards; 

 Management : this is includes any tools or system that support management 

of the teaching and learning process like formative or summative assessments 

or tracking of progress. 

One of type of platform is digital platform, this usually help the people to             

using application: The digital platform is a program that can support bold 
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learning. There are several platforms that can be used in implementing bold 

learning, including google classroom, edmodo, learning house, teacher room, your 

school, smart class, zenius, google suite, for education, microsoft office 365 for 

education Mirzon Daheri, Juliana, Deriwanto (2020) as quated in Assidiqi (2020). 

A part from these platforms, there are other platforms, that can be used during 

learning , including Whatsapp Group (WAG), Google Classroom (GC), Edmodo, 

and Zoom Rachmawati et al (2020) as quated in as quated in Assidiqi (2020). As 

we know, in this era  there are many aplication can we use to help us in online 

learning, every aplication has the advantages.So, teacher can choose which is the 

good aplication will need in teaching and learning online.  

1.2 Advantages and disadvantages of platform digital : 

- Advantages in using platform in online learning : 

1. Help the teacher to give the material and assignment via online 

2. Help the students easly to get the lesson via online and 

3. Help the students easly to collect their assignments. 

 

- Disadvantages in using platforms in online learning : 

1. Need quota to using platforms 

2. Sometimes if there is no network the aplication can’t we use 

2. Online Learning 

The development of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has 

brought us to a new era, namely the Industrial Revolution (4.0) and has also 

brought about great changes in various fields, one of which is in the field of 

education. Online learning is a learning mechanism that uses ICT, namely through 
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the internet. So online learning is also learning with using electronic learning (e-

learning). 

Online learning is study or learn not face to face but study from platform 

digital/ e-learning. Online learning also called distance learning. Media in online 

learning is E-learning such as zoom, google classroom, whatssapp group, google 

meet, telegram group, etc. Online learning  is a process of learning using internet 

network in learning’s process Isman (2017) notes as quated in Assidiqi (2020). 

Everyone must have the data to conection in application they will use in online 

learning. Not only must have the data but also must have handphone or laptop as 

the place in download the application. And the good internet network so that the 

students can easly to get the information from the application and then so that 

easly to open the material of learning in the application. 

In the network or online learning is a educational inovation which involves 

elements of information technology in learning Fitriyani, Fauzi, and Sari (2020) 

notes as quated in Yuliani et al (2020).  According Khan, 1997 as quated in 

Yuliani et al (2020) “Online learning instruction as aninnovative approach for 

delivering instruction to a remote audience using the Web as the medium”. From 

that definition we can get the explanation that, there are many steps to give the 

learning to the students. “Online learning is as educational material that is 

presented on a computer” Deaton (2005) as quated in Yuliani et al (2020). From 

that definition we know that all about online learning is using computer to show 

the material. 

2.1 The advantages and Disadvantages of Online Learning: 

According Amesti & Hamid (2015) as quated in Yuliani et al (2020) : 
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 Independent learning 

 High interactivity 

 Give more experience with audio, teks, and video 

 Give the easly in share the material, change the content, download, and the 

students also can to send via e-mail with another students . 

According Windhiyana (2020) as quated in Yuliani et al (2020) : 

 Increase the level of interaction between students and teachers 

 We can learn anywhere and also whenever (time and place flexibility) 

 Potential to reach a global audience 

 Easy updating of contents as well as achivable capablities 

Disagvantages of online learning Arianti (2020) as quated in Yuliani et al 

(2020) the dangers of too long in front of the computer to health : 

 Pain in the neck and shoulder 

 For sitting to long can increase the risk of heart attack 

 For sitting to long can make your body numb 

  For sitting to long can increase the risk of breast, cervical and colon cancer 

As for the disadvantages of online learning logically, such as: 

 Need a lot of many for quota 

 Need an easy place to get a signal 

 Can’t doing practice directly 

3. Perception 

Perception is an issue of epistemology (a branch of philosophy about the 

foundations and limits of knowledge) theory of knowledge. At the root, all of our 

empirical knowledge is based on how we see, hear, touch, smell and feel the 
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world around us O'Brien, Daniel (2014) as quated in Couto (2016). Perception 

(from the Latin perceptio, percipio) is compiling, recognizing, and interpreting 

sensory information in order to provide an overview and understanding of the 

environment.  

Perception is also a process when organizing and interpreting their sensory 

impressions in order to give meaning to their environment Robbins, Stephen P 

(2007) as quated in Couto (2016). Individual behavior is often based on their 

perception of reality itself Kelley, H (1972) as quated in Couto (2016). The 

stimulus is obtained from objects, events, a relationship between symptoms, and 

these stimuli are processed in the brain called cognition. 

The human ability to distinguish, classify, and then focus the mind on a 

thing, and to interpret it is called perception. The formation of this perception 

takes place when a person receives a stimulus from his environment, and the 

stimulus is received through the five senses, then processed with a thought 

process by the brain to then form an understanding Sarwoto, Sarlito, W. (2012) as 

quated in Couto (2016). 

3.1 Meaning of Perception 

- Knowledge : Perception is the knowledge  

According John R. Wemburg and William W. Wilmot: perception can be 

defined as the way organisms give meaning. While Rudolph F. Verdeber defines 

perception as the process of interpreting sensory information. and J. Cohen gave 

the opinion that perception is a meaningful interpretation of sensation as a 

representative of external objects; Perception is knowledge that appears about 

what is out there Mulyana (2005) as quated in Couto (2016). 
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- Needs : Perception is the need 

If someone sees something and he tries to give an interpretation of what he 

sees, he is influenced by individual characteristics that also influence such as 

attitudes of interests, needs, experiences, expectations, and personality Mulyana 

(2005) as quated in Couto (2016). 

- Beliefs : Perception is trust and confidence 

In most cases, although one can see the world in a certain way, we also have 

our own beliefs and believe in seeing the world in that particular way. It can be 

concluded that the notion of "observing" actually has a closer relationship with the 

acquisition of perceptions about beliefs and beliefs. 

- Values : Perception is value 

Value is something that can be obtained from a branch of philosophy, namely 

axiology or philosophy of value .Values in axiology are used as the basis, reasons 

and desires in acting, behaving or achieving something consciously or not. Values 

can also be accounted for socially and culturally and before the creator. Because 

the value lasts and is influenced by social and cultural values, then the value is 

closely related to perception. 

- Assumption : Perception is assumptions  

Many people believe that perception is different from a perception, and in fact 

the two things are intertwined, therefore it can be seen that assumptions are also 

part of perception. 

- Attitudes : Perception is attitude. 

Attitude is a willingness and readiness to act and is not a particular 

implementer. Attitude is also a tendency to act, think, perceive, and feel in the 
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face of objects, ideas, situations, or values. Attitudes are also relatively more 

permanent or rarely change. 

3.2. The Process of Perception 

3.2.1 Selection  

Selection is the first stage in the perceptual process, in which we transform 

environmental stimuli into meaningful experiences. In our daily lives we are 

constatly bombarded with various kinds of information so that in an instant, we 

can find these stimuli : the words we hear, witness to accidents, the ticking of the 

clock, to name a few. Since our world is all-encompassing , these are countless 

stimuli that arrive at our sensory organs stimultaneously and are waiting to be 

processed. However, we can not understand all the information available to us, 

because doing so would result in information overload and distraction. 

Therefor, we perceive only part of the information from the environment though 

selective procesess, as Singer (1987) notes as quated in journal of  Qiong (2017) : 

“We experience things in the world comes to us through our sensory receptors”. 

“Many researchers have paid great attention to this stage of perceptual selection. 

According Bruner (1985) notes as quated Qiong (2017) for example, states that 

“In order not to overload ourselves with too mucg information, we limit our 

attention to aspects of strangers or situations that are important to what we do”. 

3.2.2 Organization 

The second stage in the perception process is organization. After selecting 

information from the outside world, we need to organize it in a way to find certain 

meaningful patterns. This stage of organizing is done by placing things or people 

into categories, and therefor it is also called categorization by some researchers. In 
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this satge of perception social and physical events or objects that we encounter 

will immediately have a shape, color, texture, size, etc. For example, when asked 

what human is some might describe it from the perspective of skin color, other 

people of race or nationally. 

3.2.3 Interpretation 

The third stage in perception is interpretation, which refers to the process of 

attaching meaning to selected stimuli. Once the selected stimuli have been 

categorized into structured and stable patterns, we try to understand these patterns 

by assigning meaning to them. But different people may give different 

interpretations of the same stimulus. For example, the arrival of police officers at 

the scene of a crime can be interpreted differently-victims may think of it as 

soothing and comforting, but criminals are bound to be frightened by it. As 

another example, a kiss or hug in public is a common way of greeting each other 

in some western countries, which serves to say  “Hello!”, where as in many other 

countries they are always considered “making love” behavior. These differences 

in interpretation arise because “Culture provides us with a perceptual lens that 

greatly influences how we interpret and evaluate what we receive from the outside 

world” Samovar et al (2000) notes as quated in Qiong (2017). 

Different experiences and backgrounds will cause people to attribute 

different meanings to the same stimulus, resulting in a variety of perceptions. In 

the process of attribution of meaning, people from close cultures will have similar 

stores of past experience and knowledge, so they may attribute similar meanings 

to the same stimulus, resulting in similar perceptions. Then with the common 
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perception, communicators more easily understand the accurate meaning of verbal 

and nonverbal behavior with each other, so that communication runs smoothly. 

Conversely, if communicators use experience or knowledge gained from their 

own culture to explain behavior that is unknown in another culture, they will 

attribute very different meanings to the same stimulus, then different perceptions 

and communication problems arise. Not surprisingly, Varner and Beamer (2006) 

comment notes as quated in Qiong (2020) “When we do not share the same 

experiences, there is a greater chance that we will give the signal the wrong 

meaning”. 

4. English Foreign Language 

4.1 Definition of English Foreign Language 

English foreign language has come to Indonesia and has been there in the 

school. EFL give the knowledge about the other language that come from foreign 

country. EFL is the English of those for whom the language serves no purposes 

with their pwn countries. 

Brown (2001) as quated in Ratminingsih et al (2017) explains that in the 

context of ESL students can practice the English they are learning by 

communicating both inside and outside the classroom, while in EFL language 

exposure is limited, namely only in class, and students find it difficult or even 

rarely have the opportunity to communicate using the language learned. 

Commonly used sources in EFL are such as; language clubs, specialty media, 

books, or tourists. 
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B. Relevance of the Study 

This study that is related to this research as follows Student’s Perception on 

The Use of Online Learning Platforms in EFL Classroom by Laxmi Mustika 

Cakrawati (2017), this journal discuss about student’s perception in online 

learning using Quipper and Edmodo Platforms and the students agree that by 

using Edmodo and Quipper they can learn particular lesson outside in EFL 

classroom by giving questionnaire consist of 12 closed to 40 students and then 

interview. The use of digital platforms during the Covid-19 pandemic by 

Muhammad Hasbi Assidiqi, Woro Sumarni (2020), this journal discuss about 

using some platforms such as google classroom, zoom, and google meet as their 

platforms in online learning. Is the online learning good in the midst of covid-19 

Pandemic? The case of EFL learners by Markus Deli Girik Allo (2020), this 

jorunal discuss about learner’s perception on online learning in the midst of Covid 

– 19 pandemic by calling them using Whatsapp application to interview. 

C. Conceptual Framework 

In this research focuses on analyzing how about student’s perception in 

English Online Learning in the Covid-19 pandemic at Senior High School. Online 

learning is solution or step to learn via internet and a network .In this condition 

Covid-19 make the school learn from home because pandemic. So, online 

learning is the good solution to avoid the virus according to orders from the 

government so that the teacher still give the material and the students still can 

learn .The conceptual framework of this research will be design as the following 

diagram: 
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2.1. Table of Conceptual Framework 

SMA NEGERI 1TANJUNGBALAI 

English online learning using Quipper 

The researcher analysis how is student’s 

perception on the use of engling online learning 

platforms. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHOD OF RESEARCH 

 

A. Research Method 

The research design of this study is qualitative research. This research is the 

activity has the purpose to describe the situation from phenomenon, this formed 

for getting something information from the now happening. 

According McMillan and Schumacher (1997) as quated Siyoto (2015) 

defines qualitative method as a particular tradition of social science that is 

fundamentally dependent on observing humans in their own area and dealing with 

these people in their language and terminology. 

According Moleong (2017) as quated in Umrati (2020) states that 

qualitative research is research that intends to understand phenomena about what 

is experienced by research subjects (such as behavior, perception, etc.) 

holistically, as well as by means of descriptions in the form of words and 

language in a special natural context. 

The step of researcher doing this research are: 

1) The researcher came to SMA Negeri 1 Tanjungbalai to ask the 

headmaster to ask and permission to research the students. 

2) And the the researcher observed at SMA Negeri 1 Tanjungbalai 

3) The reseacher interviewed the students via online and using 

WhatssApp. 

4) The researcher got the data and than analysis the data from the 

students. 
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B. Location and Time 

1. Location of Research  

This reseacrh will doing at SMA Negeri 1 Kota Tanjungbalai on MT. 

Haryono street. 

2. Time of Research 

The research will doing at SMA Negeri 1 Kota Tanjungbalai at September 

2021. This will doing during September 2021 

C. Source of Data 

The source of data in this research is the students at SMA Negeri 1 Kota 

Tanjungbalai especially grade eleven, focused two classes that is XI-IA -1 and XI 

IA-2, there are 65 students from the classes. The researcher using nonprobability 

sampling that is Purpossive sampling. According Sugiyono (2017) as quated in 

Fadjarajani et al (2020) purposive sampling is a technique for determining 

research samples with certain considerations aimed at making the data obtained 

more representative. 

D. Research Instrument 

The instrument in this study is the researcher herself. In which the 

researcher function to determine the focus of research, i gave the question to 

students and then select informants as data sources from their answer, collect data, 

analyze data, and make conclusion on her research. 

E. Technique of Collecting Data 

1. Observation  

In qualitative research the instrument of the research is the researcher 

Wijaya,H (2018). The qualitative researcher is aimed at understanding social 
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phenomena from the informat’s point of view perspective. Participants are people 

who interviewed, observed, asked provide data, opinions, thoughts, and 

perception  Siyoto & Sodik (2015). So the reasearcher observed to the school and 

find the data. The researcher focused to object the research that is students, 

because the reseach want to ask student’s perception, so the data is finding from 

the students. 

2. Interview 

One of interview kinds is structured interview. Structed interview is an 

interview which the interviewer defines the problems and the question to be asked 

according Guba (1981) as quated Anggito et al (2018). The structured interview 

has been prepared and stated in a peredetemain order. The time required for this 

research is short. The researcher using Telephone interviews : asynchronous 

interviews, due to asynchronous communication of place one of the advantages of 

telephone interviewing is the extended access to participants, compared to Ftf 

interviews Opdennaker (2006) 

In this study, the researcher will use the interview method by using one of 

the paltforms digital or application features to collect the data. The researcher give 

the question for students by Whatssapp. The reasearcher will interview the 

students of SMA Negeri 1 Kota Tanjung Balai. 

F. Technique Of Analysis Data 

Accoding Miles and Hubberman (1984) as quated in Yusuf (2017) put 

forward the technique of analysis data as bellow: 

a. Data Reduction 
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Data reduction refers to the process of selecting, focusing, simplifying, 

separating, and transforming "raw" data as seen in written field notes. Data 

reduction is an activity that can not be separated from data analysis. 

b. Display Data 

A display in this context is an organized collection of information that 

allows drawing conclusions and taking action. The form of persentation of 

qualitative data can be in the form of narrative text (in the form of field notes), 

matrics, graphs, networks, or charts. 

c. Conclusion /Verification 

The main activity in data analysis is drawing conclusions/ verification. 

Besides that, it should be remembered that the data-display data reduction and 

conclusion drawing are related triangles. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DATA ANALYSIS 

A. DATA 

As explanation in chapter III in collecting data, the researcher used the 

observation and interview which consists of fifteen questions to analysis about 

student’s perception on the use of English online learning platforms in Senior 

High School 1 Tanjung Balai at the Covid-19 pandemic.  

Data from observation 

The reseacher focusd on student’s perception on the use of English online 

learning platforms, so the object is students. The data from observation found that 

the students in SMA Negeri 1 Tanjungbalai is 828 students and the rearcher 

focusing to class XI IA 1 and XI IA 2. And then the reasercher using interview 

using 15 questions. Below are the lists of the question in interviewing used of the 

research : 

1. Does the process of english learning is easier with online learning? 

2. Does English online learning can foster student’s independent learning 

attitudes? 

3. Does online learning can foster student’s motivation in learn English? 

4. Does English online learning make it easier for students to repeat lesson? 

5. How is internet data used in English online learning? 

6. Does English online larning is difficult because poor signal condition? 

7. Does Quipper makes it easier for students to learn English in online learning? 

8. Does Using Quipper in English learning is fun? 

9. How is the role of Quipper for students in doing assignments?  
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10. Does Quipper helps the student’s easly to get the information about English 

learning? 

11. Does Quipper can improve students understanding in Englih online learning? 

12. Does English online learning using quipper can save the time in process of 

learning? 

13. Does Quipper makes students difficult in english learning because of limited 

mobile phone, limited internet packages, and poor signal condition? 

14. Does Quipper makes students difficult in communicate with teacher? 

15. Does Quipper makes students difficult in repeat the material ? 

The data were collected from the student’s answer in interview in their 

perception of English online learning platforms at senior high school 1 

Tanjungbalai. After the data was collected, and then According Irwanto (1997) as 

quated Priadi (2017) there are two types of perception: 

1) Positive Perception is the perception was describes all knowledge and 

responses that are in line with the object of perception which is continued 

with efforts to use it. 

2) Negative Perception is a perception that describes all knowledge and 

responses that are harmony with the object of perception. 

B. Data Analysis 

This research aim to find out how is student’s perception on the use of 

English online learning platforms (Quipper) in Senior High School 1 Tanjungbalai 

at Covid-19 Pandemic from the fifteen of question the researcher interview them 

to give their perception . 
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The researcher using 5 informants because from the 5 informants the 

researcher get the adequacy and suitability, this based on according Martha and 

Kresno (2016) as quated in Heryana (2018) Qualitative research does not 

recognize the existence of a minimum sample size (sample size). Generally, 

qualitative research uses a small sample size. even in certain cases only use 1 

sample only. There are at least two conditions that must be met in determining the 

number of informants, namely adequacy and suitability. 

a. Student’s Perception  

The statements 1 until 15 as follows : 

1. Does the process of English learning is easier with online learning. 

From the question above, the informant have the negative perception : 

Informant 1  : According to me English online learning is not 

easily sist, according to me is easily offline 

learning because easy to understand 

Informant 2  :  According to me learn English online no easier 

sist, because not interact directly with teacher and 

friends sist 

Informant 3  :  According Zya, now Zya is more difficult to 

understand English online learning than offline 

sist. In Quipper sometimes also the tutor explain it 

qyuickly sist 

Informant 4  : According to me sist, learn online like not getting 

and not good sist, good but like there is something 

is missing if onlie, if live, face to face with teacher, 
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and if want to ask is difficult in online sist, but well 

no matter what must have too going too 

Informant 5  : According to me learn English online learning 

quite difficult to understand sist because must try 

to understand alone sist, if live learning can to 

discussion sist 

2. Does English online learning can foster student’s independent learning 

attitudes? 

From the question above, the informant have the positive perception that : 

Informant 1  : Yes sist, according to me English online learning 

make me be independent becausae study not in 

group, study alone at home sist, so search the 

information and answer individually sist. 

Informant 2  : According to me learn English online can foster 

student’s independent attitude, like the answer 

above, when study face to face learning we learn 

with teacher and friend, if online learning just 

alone be independent. 

Informant 3  : Yes sist, the meaning of independent according 

Zya like when there is an unknown the meaning of 

vocabulary can search it although when offline also 

can to search sist and write it too so more 

understand. When offline we can ask and 
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discussion with friend, if online like this is difficult 

sist, must understand alone. 

Informant 4  :   Yes sit i felt in this we search the answer alone, 

however the situation must independent sist 

because if face to face can ask each other with 

friend, if at home or online must alone and 

independent sist. 

Informant 5  : Yes sist because like I said just now that study 

alone so independent, doing assignment also alone. 

3. Does online learning can foster student’s motivation in learn English. 

From the question above, the informant have the positive perception that : 

Informant 1  : According to me yes sist because in online learning 

i can see the videos like tutor explain the material 

using English although there is the subtitle in 

below, so i’m motivated to want to learn to speak 

English so that be smoother. 

Informant 2  : According to me no sist becausae I’m not 

motivated if study alone sist. If face to face i can be 

motivated because can interact with friend and 

sharing sist. 

Informant 3  : Because competing when offline is harder than 

when online sist, than Zya is motivated to compete 

in English learning sist, with there is this online the 
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knowledge be wider, the material also can to repeat 

sist. 

Informant 4  : Yes sist in online we as students can develop the 

motivation, from independent that we study and get 

the motivation from the independent that and we 

continue to learn, try and try sist, and getting 

motivation to getting excited to study English. 

Informant 5  : According to me yes sist because there is no 

discussion with friend make all doing alone sist. 

When see friends already send an assignment make 

me be motivated to send assignment quickly 

although must answer alone. 

4. Does English online learning make it easier for students to repeat the 

lesson. 

From the question above, the informant have the positive perception that : 

Informant 1  : Yes sist, according to me easy to repeat the lesson 

because the material is on the mobile phone, so can 

see again easily sist. 

Informant 2  : Yes sist, if study online easy to repeat the lesson 

because can see it live from mobile phone without 

afraid there is something unwritten. 

Informant 3  : According to Zya yes sist. When Zya not 

understand A material Zya can repeat the material 

sist, and then suppose the material A did not have 
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time to write and not understand, Zya can repeat 

the videos while understanding and than write it 

sist, it’s definitely different from online learning 

sist. 

Informant 4  : According to me yes sist because if online 

whenever can see, example has see in the morning 

then we repeat again is can sist, and from that i can 

understand because repeat the video. 

Informant 5  : According to me, yes sist because the material in 

mobile phone so easy to repeat it. 

5. How is internet data used in English online learning? 

From the question above, the informant have the negative perception that : 

Informant 1  : Because English online learning and there is video 

so wasteful of internet data sist. 

Informant 2  : Wateful of internet data sist because learn English  

        using  Quipper that is video form. 

Informant 3  : According Zya wasteful sist, when grade 10 Zya at 

home is not using wifi, so study using internet data, 

according Zya take a lot of quota sist when learn 

online, 2 or 3 days the packages has runs out. 

Informant 4  : Yes sist according to me wateful of data, namely 

learn English online sist, definitely need many 

internet data but it’s okay because for school. 

Especially if the material in video form, buy 1,5 gb 
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just can to watch 4-5 video sist, but it’s okay 

becausae if the material in video form easy to 

understand. 

Informant 5  : Wasteful sist because all of the lesson now is 

online sist not only English, so many using internet 

data sist. 

6. Does English online learning is difficult because poor signal condition. 

From the question above, the informant have the negative perception that : 

Informant 1  : Yes sist, online learning is difficult because 

sometimes there is poor signal condition sist so 

difficult to open the application sist. 

Informant 2  : Yes sist sometimes the network is bad so the 

distrupted learning. 

Informant 3  : According Zya that’s true sist, sometimes there is 

no package, the netwok is slow, using wifi also 

many problems sist, the lights go out and then the 

network is bad. 

Informant 4  : Because sometimes the network not necessarily  

  good every time sist. 

Informant 5  : Yes sist sometimes the network is bad so difficult 

to learn online. 

7. Does Quipper makes it easier for students to learn English in online 

learning. 

From the question above, the informan have the positive perception that :. 
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Informant 1  : Yes sist easy if online learning using Quipper 

because the material in videos so easy to 

understand. 

Informant 2  : Yes sist although Quipper is wasteful of internet 

data but very helpful in study online because the 

material is delivered in the form of video. 

Informant 3  : Yes sist, according Zya Quipper make it easier for 

students to learn online because in Quipper there is 

learning video make the students not bored to 

watch it sist, although there is some not understang 

sist. 

Informant 4  : Yes sist because like different sist, like easily to 

understand and same like teacher teach in the class, 

Quipper the best sist 

Informant 5  : According to me learn English using Quipper make 

me easily to understand sist because the 

explanation from video. 

8. Does using Quipper in English online learning is fun? 

From the question above, the informant have the positive perception that : 

Informant 1  : According to me that’s fun because not         

  monotonous, there is video that can be   

  enjoyed rather than material in written form. 

Informant 2  : That’s fun because not boring, sometimes English 

learning video using animation sist. 
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Informant 3  : According Zya that’s fun sist, because in Quipper 

there is learning video sist then study in Quipper 

also exciting, easy to understand although not all. 

Informant 4 : Oh certainly, according to me that’s nice sist 

because the teacher or sisters teach not too serious 

sist, there is a joke sist so study like a spirit sist, not 

bored and not monotonous. 

Informant 5  : According to me that’s fun sist because if learn  

  using video not bored. 

9. How is the role of Quipper for students in doing assignments?. 

From the question above, the informant have the positive perception that : 

Informant 1  : Because the exercise already listed and   

  immediately  answered in Quipper. 

Informant 2  : Alhamdulillah Quipper helps me in doing 

assignment because multiple choice and if wrong 

tell which answer is correct. 

Informant 3  : According Zya, make it easy in doing assignment 

sist because in question there is multiple choice 

sist. 

Informant 4  : According to me Quipper good role in doing 

assignment sist, because the material given from 

Quipper easily to understand so that we doing 

assignment a little easier. 
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Informant 5  : Very helpful sist because can answer right away in 

Quipper sist] 

10. Does Quipper helps the students easly to get the information about english 

online learning. 

From the question above, the informant have the positive perception that : 

Informant 1  : Yes sist in Quipper we can easy to get information 

because the information still in the application sist, 

the important is we have the internet data sist. 

Informant 2  : Yes sist because the explanation from video so the 

information is quite wasy to understand although 

sometimes there is some parts are not understood. 

Informant 3  : Yes sist because the material was explanation in  

  video sist. 

Informant 4  : According to me yes sist because in doing 

assignment must be directed first so Quipper helps 

student  easily getting information about English 

learning sist. 

Informant 5  : Yes sist because if we answer the exercise if we 

false, we are told the correct answer, so we get the 

information sist. 

11. Quipper can improve student’s understanding in English online learning 

From the question above, the informant have the positive perception that : 
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Informant 1  : According to me Quipper helps in improve my 

understanding although not as much understanding 

when offline learning. 

Informant 2  :    Yes sist even though I said before that I understand 

more easily if study online but Quipper help me to 

understand in study online to understand the 

material although not all. 

Informant 3  : According Zya, it’s quite an increase in 

understanding but not every time sist and to 

increase the understanding Zya need watch the 

video  sometimes more than once. 

Informant 4  : Yes sist because according to me like more helpful 

sist, while face to face sometimes there is not 

understand especially online but with there is 

Quipper so in online learning I helped a little to 

understand the material was given, thank you 

Quipper. 

Informant 5  : According to me although learn English live easy 

but Quipper helps me to understand English sist 

because from video. 

12. Does English online learning using Quipper can save the time in Process 

of learning 

From the question above, the informant have the positive perception that : 
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Informant 1  : According to me yes sist because the material in 

Quipper is video form like YouTube so we can 

continue the video directly to the importan of 

subject sist, so not time consuming. 

Informant 2  : Yes sist if face to face take up to 90 minutes. If 

using Quipper 1 hour is enough to see the material 

and answer the question sist. 

Informant 3  : According Zya yes sist, when the duration pf 

learning video is 30 minute or more, Zya ususally 

watch and understand it 15 minutes, after that next 

15 minute again sist, if online may take more that 

an hour more. 

Informant 4  : According to me it saves times sist, because in 

Quipper the video time is also fast, there is a few 

minutes and that all already summarized sist and 

that easy to understand and Quipper also can set 

the duration if we don’t understand can repeat it 

sist. 

Informant 5  : According to me yes sist, save the time because 

when doing assignment apply right away in 

application sist and there is multiple choice. 

13. Does Quipper makes students difficult in English because of limited 

mobile phone, limited internet packages, and poor signal condition. 

From the question above, the informant have the negative perception that : 
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Informant 1  : According to me yes sist because there is my friend 

didn’t have mobile phone so can’t using Quipper, 

Quipper also wasteful of internet  data,  and the 

poor not always good sist] 

Informant 2  : According to me the factor of me difficult in online 

learning using Quipper or another application is 

limited of internet quota and the network sist 

because using a lot of internet quota sist. 

Informant 3  : If for Zya the problems in network sist, but there is 

friend in the class didn’t have mobile phone or the 

mobile phone is broken so can’t follow learning in 

Quipper, there is also haven’t internet package to 

doing the assignment in Quipper sist, and with 

limited internet package sist. 

Informant 4  :  According to me yes sist because if there is no 

internet we automatically can’t watch the video 

from Quipper and if there is limited student’s 

mobile phone that the ram is 2gb it’s difficult to 

download the study application, so like constrained 

while if there is no news when online will be alpha 

even though network problems and others. 

Informant 5  : According to me, I difficult in the network 

sometimes is bad and suddenly internet quota is 
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sold, but there is my friend has’nt mobile phone 

sist so difficult to online learning. 

14. Does Quipper makes students difficult in communicate with teacher. 

From the question above, the informant have the negative perception that : 

Informant 1  : Yes sist because i can’t reply when the teacher   

        gave the information in Quipper. 

Informant 2  : That’s true sist, i can’t send message to my   

        teacher. 

Informant 3  :  If communication from Quipper is can’t sist, I 

can’t send massage to teacher from Quipper 

application sist. 

Informant 4  : Accoriding to me yes sist because can’t reply the 

message or announcement was teacher given. 

Informant 5  : Yes sist I can’t answer send the message to my 

teacher in Quipper sist but my teacher can. 

15. Does Quipper makes students difficult in repeat the data because the 

students can’t download the material. 

From the question above, the informant have the negtive perception that : 

Informant 1  : According to me yes sist, because we must have 

lost of internet quota. 

Informant 2  : Yes sist to repeat the learning using Quipper true 

that the material easy to find but it’s also difficult 

because must have internet data too sist to repeat it, 

so wasteful of internet quota sist. 
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Informant 3  : According Zya yes sist, Zya never watch the 

learning in Quipper not using internet data, because 

I’ve tried several times, I still can’t download it 

sist, so Zya watch it again the learning using 

internet daya sist, if to the assignment can see how 

much true and false without internet data. 

Informant 4  : Yes sit because if download that same must using 

internet data too so like vain sist. 

Informant 5  : Actually to repeat the material in Quipper is easy 

sist but there is problem in network because my 

house quite so far from the city sist so difficult to 

see the English learning video. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGESTIONS 

A. Conclusions 

 Based on the research result on the Chapter IV, it was obtained some 

conclusions as follows:  

1. Student’s perception 

The students didn’t agree if English online learning in the Covid-19 

pandemic is easier and also the students have the problem with the facilities such 

as internet data and there is their friend’s has not a mobile phone, but the students 

explain that English online learning give the good effect for them such as be 

independent in learn English and add their motivation in learn English.  

The student’s perception to Quipper is good because the explanation in 

Quipper is Video and also there is animation make the students be happy, and 

then the student’s easily to do their assignment because they can answer it directly 

in Quipper, but there is the problems to in using Quipper, waste of data internet 

because the video learning and also they difficult to communicate with teacher 

because they can’t send the message using Quipper. 

2. Sugestion  

Referring to the conclusion above several points suggested as follows : 

1. For school, the students can learn English with online learning easier but the 

school must provide the facilities and infrastructure such as internet data and 

also mobile phone so that the learning can be applied. 
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2. For Students must still have to learn to adapt with online learning in order to 

keep learning well . 

3. For the Researcher, this finding is a basic information to increase about English 

online learning such as the problems in English online learning and also the 

application to use in online learning. 
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